NOTICE

LITTLE MASON MISS
Now in St. Louis of School, Miss from the Company to be Published.

She knows who is her friend, and she has fought for the right to be free from the cruel rods of the poor. Her story follows:

Dear Mr. Jones—

Three times of war, earthquakes and revolutions, when the world is all, and the earth is gone, and the nations of all Americans and foreign little children have not caught the spirit of the time. Mr. Jones, who is now in St. Louis of School, Miss from the Company to be Published.

I am sending one of my own papers, if you do, you can have it for free. I am not sure if you will need more.

Yours truly,

R. H. Bates

OURLANDS CALL
Your country's call for the Union.

IN THE NAME OF GOD, AMERICAN.

I am writing to the Washington Post, Washington, D.C., to say that I am writing on behalf of my countrymen. The government has not been asked for money. Can you give me a free copy of the paper to this

End of Letter from Bates.

Anaconda, Montana.

Free Press for them.

You are the one who is in trouble.

Yours truly,

R. H. Bates

Notes and comments:

The content of the document appears to be a mixture of local news and personal correspondence. There is a letter from a police officer regarding the arrest of an individual and a notice from a newspaper regarding a court case. The document also contains a notice from the government regarding a military event in the Philippines and a notice from a local government regarding a sale.

In terms of style, the document is written in a formal tone, typical of the early 20th century. The language is clear and direct, with a focus on conveying information and updates about local events and people.
ARMS FIGHT FOR FREEDOM OF WORLD

Wilson Makes Prediction in Message Read at Great Council of the World

1918 TO DECLARE WORLD WAR

Baromi, Ambassador of American Foreign Policy, shared a note from the Year-Younger President of the World...

Washington—In a message to the Allies, President Wilson outlined the basis of a peace settlement that would bring an end to the war, and which he said was necessary to the freedom and independence of nations. U.S. troops would be sent to Europe, and the United States would participate in the peace conference.

...The President's message emphasized the importance of self-determination for nations. He also called for the establishment of a League of Nations to maintain peace and promote international cooperation.

...The message was delivered to the Allies, and it has been widely praised for its vision and its principles. The United States has played a significant role in the development of the peace settlement, and its participation in the League of Nations has been influential.

...The note from the Year-Younger President of the World expresses the hope that the peace settlement will be fair and just, and that it will bring lasting peace and prosperity to the world.

...The ambassador also highlighted the importance of self-determination for nations, and the role of the United States in promoting international cooperation. The note has been widely praised for its vision and its principles.

...The President's message emphasizes the importance of the United States in the peace settlement, and its role in promoting international cooperation. The United States has played a significant role in the development of the peace settlement, and its participation in the League of Nations has been influential.

...The ambassador also highlighted the importance of the United States in the peace settlement, and its role in promoting international cooperation. The United States has played a significant role in the development of the peace settlement, and its participation in the League of Nations has been influential.
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DIGGING FOR COAL IN THE ASH HEAPS OF NEW YORK

Some idea of the quantity of coal in the East is gained from this photograph, showing four people of the East End of New York digging for coal in the city and using the hoy of the $200,000,000 steamboat that is now

RUSSIAN WOMEN OF THE BATTALION OF DEATH DANCING

Fun-loving in spite of the Russian winter, and the tinclads for them is much greater than for the men. They range from the more intellectual to the less intellectual, but they do a great deal of work. The women are working on the other side of the enterprise. They all belong to the Battalion of Death.

HE PROTECTS SCOTLAND

TAKING A SHOT AT AN ENEMY AIRPLANE

GIVES HER FATHER'S SWORD

- "OLD CONTEMPTIBLES" RETURN TO LONDON

Three Australian machine gunners are to be made a hero by a statue erected in their honor. They are having a grand time at a sortie in London.

FRICITION IN FAMILY IS FATAL

The following article is the result of many months of study and observation, and is recommended to all families as a preventive of friction in family life.

FRIENDS' MOTOR CLUBS TO CARRY MAILS

The friends of the motor car have made great strides in the past year, and are now making further improvements in the interests of the public.

A new route for the Post Office will be opened for the transportation of mails, and other articles, to be established and maintained as far as possible within the jurisdiction of the United States, and in the interest of the public.

The new route will be established by the United States Post Office Department, and will be operated by the United States government.

FRICION IN FAMILY IS FATAL

A new study shows that friction in family life can be reduced by the following methods:

1. Avoidance of unnecessary friction.
2. Encouragement of family harmony.
3. Improvement of family discipline.

The study is based on a large amount of research and observation, and is recommended to all families as a preventive of friction in family life.

"OLD CONTEMPTIBLES" RETURN TO LONDON

Officers of the first wave of the British army, who landed in France on the 6th of August, 1914, are returning to London. They are giving a great reception in London, and they have been treated with great respect and honor.

New Routes for Post Office to be Established

The Post Office will establish new routes for the transportation of mails, and other articles, to be maintained as far as possible within the jurisdiction of the United States, and in the interest of the public.

The new routes will be established by the Post Office Department, and will be operated by the United States government.

The routes will be established as follows:

1. A route from New York to Boston.
3. A route from New York to Chicago.
4. A route from New York to San Francisco.

The new routes will be operated by the Post Office Department, and will be maintained as far as possible within the jurisdiction of the United States, and in the interest of the public.
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A Change in the Coal Business

On January 8, 1918, I sold an interest in my Coal business to Ira T. Pierce and from that date the business has been conducted under the firm of Maurice Nunn Coal Co.

We find that if we stay in the coal business we will have to sell for cash, so

Beginning February 1st We Will Sell Only for Cash

This applies to every one alike. You are required to sign a declaration before you receive the coal, stating how much you have on hand etc., and it will be an easy matter for you to pay for the coal at the time you sign the declaration.

At the time you order coal state how many dollars you want and if you don’t pay for it at the time the order is placed, be prepared to pay on delivery.

Yours for better coal,
Maurice Nunn Coal Co.

The "B Spain House" is just about out there. The "C Spain House" is a short distance back of "B" house, so you should find it in a shorter distance than a picture of a house or yard. The "B Spain House" is located in the middle of the street.

Maurice Nunn Coal Company
1922 Main Street

1, Baptish Cut
Sunday morning service will be Held.
Meet 11-15 A.M.
Come and worship with us.

I Recommend Perman.

Do Not

I Think Ever

Better

I Am

All Sufferer's

Of

Osteoarthritis

Knee, Hip, Shoulder, Hand, etc.

The Doctor’s Office

111 West 5th Street
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Protection of Democracy Must Come From Those It Protects
By THOMAS W. RYAN
President of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company

Two thousand years ago a new age, a new religion was born in the
world. The birth of Christianity marked a great epoch in human
thought and experience. It was the birth of a new faith that
would transform the world. The new religion was based on the
teaching of Jesus Christ. It was a religion of love and tolerance.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great ferment. New ideas
were being born all over the world. In the East, the ancient
philosophies of the Greeks and the Romans were being reinterpreted
in the light of Christianity. In the West, the teachings of the
Church were being spread by the Church Fathers. In the
Middle East, the teachings of the Prophet Mohammed were being
spread by the Muslim converts. In the Far East, the teachings of
the Buddha were being spread by the Buddhist missionaries.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great hope. The world
was being transformed by the power of faith. The world was
becoming a better place. The world was being saved.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great danger. The
Church was being threatened by the pagan forces of the
world. The Church was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The Church was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great conflict. The
Church was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The Church was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The Church was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great victory. The
Church was being saved by the power of faith. The Church was
being saved by the power of love. The Church was being saved
by the power oftolerance.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great joy. The world
was being transformed by the power of faith. The world was
becoming a better place. The world was being saved.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great pain. The world
was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The world was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The world was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great suffering. The
Church was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The Church was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The Church was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great sacrifice. The
Church was being saved by the power of faith. The Church was
being saved by the power of love. The Church was being saved
by the power oftolerance.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great triumph. The
world was being transformed by the power of faith. The world
was becoming a better place. The world was being saved.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great loss. The world
was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The world was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The world was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great achievement. The
Church was being saved by the power of faith. The Church was
being saved by the power of love. The Church was being saved
by the power oftolerance.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great progress. The
world was being transformed by the power of faith. The world
was becoming a better place. The world was being saved.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great change. The
Church was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The Church was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The world was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great renewal. The
Church was being saved by the power of faith. The Church was
being saved by the power of love. The Church was being saved
by the power oftolerance.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great hope. The world
was being transformed by the power of faith. The world was
becoming a better place. The world was being saved.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great fear. The world
was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The world was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The world was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great despair. The
Church was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The Church was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The world was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.
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was being threatened by the forces of the
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The birth of Christianity was a time of great suffering. The
Church was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The Church was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The Church was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great sacrifice. The
Church was being saved by the power of faith. The Church was
being saved by the power of love. The Church was being saved
by the power oftolerance.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great triumph. The
world was being transformed by the power of faith. The world
was becoming a better place. The world was being saved.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great loss. The world
was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The world was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The world was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great achievement. The
Church was being saved by the power of faith. The Church was
being saved by the power of love. The Church was being saved
by the power oftolerance.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great progress. The
world was being transformed by the power of faith. The world
was becoming a better place. The world was being saved.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great change. The
Church was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The Church was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The world was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great renewal. The
Church was being saved by the power of faith. The Church was
being saved by the power of love. The Church was being saved
by the power oftolerance.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great hope. The world
was being transformed by the power of faith. The world was
becoming a better place. The world was being saved.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great fear. The world
was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The world was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The world was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great despair. The
Church was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The Church was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The world was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great victory. The
Church was being saved by the power of faith. The Church was
being saved by the power of love. The Church was being saved
by the power oftolerance.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great joy. The world
was being transformed by the power of faith. The world was
becoming a better place. The world was being saved.

The birth of Christianity was a time of great pain. The world
was being threatened by the forces of the
world. The world was being threatened by the forces of
materialism and atheism. The world was being threatened by
the forces of ignorance and superstition.
PARIS AGAIN GAY; CLOTHES CHANGE

PARIS again gay; clothes change.

New fashions in clothes have a way of changing the aspect of a city. In Paris, one of the things that is changed during the change of clothes is the aspect of the shops. As soon as the new fashions are seen, the stores are decorated with the new styles, and the houses are painted in new colors. The streets are illuminated with electric lights, and the windows of the houses are open, so that the people may see the new clothes.
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THE KITCHEN CABINET

SOMETHING TO EAT.

The kitchen cabinet is a place where many things are kept for eating. It is a large cabinet with shelves, and it is usually kept in the kitchen. The cabinet is used to store the food that is needed for eating, and it is also used to store the dishes that are used for eating.
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ECONOMICAL DISHES.

The following dishes will be made, and will form a part of the economical diet of the family.
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You Are Cordially Invited To Attend Vesper Service
At the Methodist Church Sunday Afternoon at 4 o'clock, with a special series of messages From Ancient men

MUSIC
Sunday School And Vesper Service At The Great Hours.

LEVIAS
The famous tenor singer will entertain you with his own music and with the finest music of the world. His voice has won him a place among the natio's favorite tenors.

Kentucky Women Prepare For War
Thousands of women in the state have formed organizations to do their part in the war effort. Many have contributed to the war effort through their organizations. The women have been working in the hospitals and on the home front. They have been volunteering their services in various ways to help the war effort.

Scott's Emulsion

Aren't you tired of the old formula for healing your skin? Have you tried Scott's Emulsion? It is the most effective and safe product for skin care. It has been loved by generations and is still the best choice.

The Remains Of A Female Inlet Found In Dearborn Street
The remains of a female Inlet have been discovered in Dearborn Street. The police are investigating the case. It is unknown at this time if the remains are related to the missing woman.

FORD'S FERRY

The most terrible water that we have ever seen in the area. The water has been so high that it has flooded many homes and roads. The people are still struggling to get their lives back to normal.

THY WINGS ARE DEAD AT ANHEIDER. I. B. HOMER

The death of Sister Mary B. Homer has caused much sorrow to her family and friends. She was a devoted nun who dedicated her life to serving others. She will be greatly missed.

L. F. WATERS

Closing the doors of the Lovely Tavern

Phone 299

Miss Marie Pearson, of Ridgway, has been enjoying a pleasant visit with her friends. She has been spending time with her family and friends and has been enjoying the weather.

How To Know, Prevent and Care Quickly

Teach Of The Murals

Good School Of Art

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Cooper were in attendance at the Good School of Art.

B. A. S., a retired teacher, gave a talk on the importance of art education.

Laws For Sale

Porte was held in Jamaica to protect the beaches from pollution.

FARM FOR RENT

Twenty-five acres near and far for $100 a month. Address: A. G. Coon, Marion, Ky.

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Cox have been invited to attend the next meeting of the Friends of the Libraries.

Will It Plow Right After Years Of Use?

A question that occurs to you when you come to a new place.

B. F. Avery Sons, Inc., Louisville, Ky.